**con·duc·tor**
(kuhn-duhk-ter)
noun
a person who directs an orchestra or chorus, communicating to the performers by motions of a baton or the hands his or her interpretation of the music.

---
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**Parts of the violin & bow**

- scroll
- pegs
- nut
- neck
- end of fingerboard
- bridge
- tailpiece
- frog
- hair
- tip
- end screw
Musical Instruments

Draw a line from the instrument’s name on the left to its matching picture on the right.

Bassoon
Harmonium
Trombone
Violin
Harp
Horn

Find the words!

W C A L Y B M W X A U Z B
C O M P O S E R A N K Q A
T O N E R O O V E D W B S
A N H G R O O V E D R N K D S
P D V Q B H S R N R K D S
H U A P A N G O D X E A X E
L C N D T T N B F S X J R
B T Z U D F G I T C H A D
N O S L N U D N G N H E U
R L E Y A L S P E P A L
B R L E Y A L S P E P A L
D I J N T A R O C D W J S
N O S L N U D N G N H E U
R L E Y A L S P E P A L
B R L E Y A L S P E P A L
G R O O V E

Robinson
Gitcha
Baton
Conductor
Composer
Overture
Huapango
Andres
Roco
Groove

Jose
Poulencc
Cardenes
Moncayo
Korngold
Cardenes

Bass
Moncayo
Korngold
Cardenes